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Admission Waiver Justification Form - Applicant Does Not Meet >1 Criteria
Form Revised: 20181019
The admissions committee for our department has met and reviewed the following student's application materials. Although this applicant does not meet more than one of the graduate school admission requirements, we request that the admissions criteria checked below be waived.
 
Applicant's credentials:
Admission Test Scores
Verbal (40% required)
Quantitative (40% required)
International Students
or
We are requesting a waiver of the checked criteria based on the following reason(s):
Waiver Requested
Note: Low scores on the TOEFL or IELTS language tests may not be waived.
Directions: This form is only required if the applicant does not meet more than one graduate school requirement (e.g., two test scores, GPA and one test score). If an applicant fails to meet only one requirement, the department may accept the applicant without submitting a petition to the Graduate School. Fill out all pertinent information for the applicant (Admission GPA, # letters, Test Score(s)), explain the basis for requesting the waiver, save the form with the following name format (Justification_lname, fname_A#), and upload the saved form to Box.com (SGS Forms Inbox > Admission Justification Inbox). The person requesting the waiver will be notified by email once the request has been processed, and a copy of the form will be placed in the student's application file.
Note: if this is for an applicant who does not yet have an A#, leave that box empty and omit that part of the file name.
 
 
NAME
EMAIL
SIGNATURE
GPC
Dept Head
College Dean
SGS Dean
Larry Smith
larry.smith@usu.edu
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